
IB   DP   Philosophy   Summer   Reading,   2020  
 
There   is   a   summer   reading   assignment   for   everyone   who   signed   up   to   take   IB   DP   Philosophy   this   fall.  
Please   download   ( click   here )   and   read    The   Life   You   Can   Save ,   by   the   philosopher   Peter   Singer.   As   part   of  
the   10th   anniversary   release   of   the   book,   Singer’s   non-profit   authorized   an   audio   version   to   be   available  
for   free   download   as   well,   with   chapters   read   by   stars   of   “The   Good   Place”   and   others   ( click   here ).   If   you  
would   rather   listen   to   than   read   the   book,   that’s   fine,   but   you   should   probably   use   the   book   itself   as   you  
answer   the   questions.   
 
Singer’s   book   will   give   us   a   starting   point   for   thinking   about   ethics.   I   assign   the   book   not   because   I   think  
he   is   right,   but   because   his   argument   is   useful   to   engage   with   as   we   try   to   figure   out   what   it   means   to   do  
the   right   thing   in   different   contexts.   Let   me   repeat   that   first   part:    I   am   not   assigning   this   in   order   to   try  
and   convince   you   that   Singer   is   right .   Hopefully,   you   will   find   the   book   interesting,   and   even   if   you  
don’t   agree   with   him,   he   provides   a   great   example   of   a    consequentialist    moral   argument,   one   that   we   will  
contrast   with    categorical    arguments   this   fall.   
 
The   book   is   not   especially   long,   but   it’s   long   enough   that   you   should   plan   to   space   your   reading   out   over  
the   course   of   the   summer.   It   is   definitely   not   the   sort   of   thing   one   would   read   over   a   weekend   unless   you  
have   absolutely   nothing   to   do   and   you   don’t   mind   reading   for   hours   straight.   I   wouldn’t   recommend   it.   
 
I   would   encourage   you   to   mark   up   the   book   using   Noteability   on   your   iPad.   Annotating   texts   is   something  
we   will   do   fairly   frequently   in   philosophy   so   this   will   be   good   practice:   underline   key   ideas,   circle   and  
look   up   any   words   you   don’t   know,   and   use   the   margins   to   carry   on   a   conversation   with   the   author.   Do  
you   agree   with   his   point?   Are   there   counterexamples   or   opposing   points   you   think   might   work   to  
undermine   his   argument?  
 
Once   you   have   read   the   book,   please   answer   the   following   questions:  

1) What   is   Singer’s   basic   argument?   Be   as   clear   and   as   detailed   as   you   can   in   laying   it   out.  
2) Is   Singer   right?   If   so,   why?   If   not,   why   not?   In   responding,   explain   your   reasoning   in   paragraph  

form,   using   examples   to   illustrate   your   points   wherever   possible.  
 
This   assignment   should   be   typed   and   uploaded   to   Schoology   by    Friday,   September   11th .   
 
If   you   have   questions   as   you   are   reading   or   writing,   please   feel   free   to   email   me  
( ethan.cherin@stpaul.k12.mn.us ).   I   look   forward   to   working   with   you   in   the   fall.  
 
-Mr.   Cherin   
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